Abstract. The existence of global solutions is proved for the Maxwell-Dirac equations, for the Thirring model (Dirac equation with vector self-interaction), for the Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations and for two Dirac equations coupled through a vector-vector interaction (Federbusch model) in one space dimension. The proof is based on charge conservation, and depends on an "a priori" estimate of || H^, for the Dirac field. This estimate is obtained only on the basis of algebraical properties of the nonlinear term, and allows us to simplify the proofs of global existence. We obtain it by computing d0jl +3,7°, with d0j° +8,7' =0 being the continuity equation which expresses charge conservation. We also prove global existence for the Thirring and Federbusch models coupled in standard form with the electromagnetic field.
1. Introduction. During the last years particular attention has been devoted to the study of global solutions to the Cauchy problem for certain physically interesting partial differential equations. Chadam [2] has proved global existence for Maxwell-Dirac equations in one space dimension, and subsequently extended the proof to Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations. Glassey [3] has studied the case of two Dirac equations coupled by means of a scalar and a Fermi interaction in one space dimension. He finds global existence, as well, whenever either the initial values or the coupling constant are small enough. Global existence has also been proved for the Thirring and Federbusch models by Salusti and Tesei [4] . Our concern in this paper is the study of global existence for the following equations:
(i) Coupled Maxwell-Dirac equations (M.D.):
i-iy% + m)yp = gvXyp,
nv^idt-dfy-gypy^,
(ii) Thirring model (T.M.):
□« + M2u = gxpxh;
(iv) Federbusch model (F.M.):
(-iy"9" + w2)<p = g(^y'V)yfl<í>; (lg) (v) F. M. and T. M. coupled with the electromagnetic field.
We have chosen these equations, for their physical meaning, out of the set of those which allow us to obtain an "a priori" bound on || H^ for the Dirac field.
v* are the components of the electromagnetic field (real vector), xp and <p are Dirac spinor fields (in one space dimension spin space has two components). The scalar product in spin space is denoted by xp +xp, xp+ being the conjugate transpose of xp. The adjoint spinor is denoted by xp = xp+y°. y*1 are operators in spin space which satisfy yV + ïV-Î*" U°°= i,*"--Lg01 = g10 = o) and y°* = Y°, y'*=-y'. All representations of the y*1 are unitarily equivalent. « is a real scalar field.
These equations are written in covariant form. Since we will also use their vector valued form, we define the matrices a and ß in this way:
«=-yV, ß=-iy°; they satisfy: a* = a, a2 = 7, ß* --ß, ß2=-I, aß + ßa = 0. If we now write them in integral form, with initial data yp0, <p0, u0, ti0, . . . , we get: (ii) Thirring model:
with 7)(í) = exp(a-^+0m)í;
(iii) Klein-Gordon-Dirac:
(iv) Federbusch model: In order to prove global existence, we need to show that the norm of the solution remains finite for all f > 0. 
This is nothing but the continuity equation which expresses charge conservation.
We now compute the "inverse" of this conservation law ójx/at +9/°/3x; after some straightforward calculations we obtain j-tJx + ^J-°=-2myp+aßyp = 2mj5.
(3b)
We must note that the algebraical properties of the nonlinear term are essential to get this result. In fact, for a scalar self-interaction, or two scalar coupled Dirac equations, this result is not true.
Charge conservation leads to \\yp\\2 = constant. (3a) and (3b) can be written as
dt[j>) dx
A is diagonalized by the unitary matrix 2"1/2 (} "}).
The diagonalized system can be integrated on characteristics to yield
fix, t) -I (y0°(x -t) +y0(x -i) + j°0(x + /) -y0(x + /)) + m I i/(x -t + s,s) -j5(x + t -s, s) ds, V (3d) f(x, t) -i (yS(x -t) +jx)(x -t) -j°(x + t) +jl(x + t)
{/(x -t + s, s) + j5(x + t -s, s)) ds.
•o
Applying now || H^, to both sides of the above expression, provided that 11/11» < 11/11». 11/11» < Il/IL, and using the Gronwall lemma, we obtain In the same way we obtain a bound on HC¿.)llooIn the case of Klein-Gordon-Dirac, the identity corresponding to (3b) is j_^-j. ^axp = -2(mgu)xp+aßxp.
If we have an estimate on \\u\\x we can similarly obtain a bound on But it is known [2] that u admits the representation u(x,t) = Uu°(x-t) + u°(
dr.
Taking || H^, and using the uniform boundedness of the zeroth order Bessel function J0, we can obtain a bound on HwH«, H«!!«, < const(l + f)[2, Lemma 3.2]. Hence, \\xp\\x < ooVf < oo.
If the initial values of the Cauchy data possess enough derivatives in L2, every solution of the integral equation is a solution of the differential equation, and continuity allows us to extend the bound on \\xp\\x to the spaces of definition.
4. Global existence. We will perform the proofs in detail for Maxwell-Dirac and for the Thirring model. One can prove global existence for KleinGordon-Dirac following step by step the proof for Maxwell-Dirac, and for the Federbusch model, following the one for the Thirring model. We have used
Wh< ll/lk < c{||/||2 + ||ö/||2}. Now, with the help of the bounds on \\yp\\x, ¡¡vW^, \\v\\2 and ||Dü||2, 11*112' and using the Gronwall lemma, we get |*(OIU </(').
and, therefore, global existence. Thanks are due to Professor A. Galindo and Professor J. M. Chadam. I want to acknowledge the referee of this paper for pointing out to me the extension of the proof to the Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations.
